Chapter Contacts

Please forward to your members!

It seems that I find something in just about every newsletter stirs my curiosity. This
time it is a model that Mike Wolf had at a recent Marietta chapter “Show ‘n Tell”. That
it’s a 1/72nd Williams Brothers Boeing 247 is not all that unusual ....the kit has been
around for a long time ....but this is the first time I’ve ever even SEEN the Zimmerly
Airlines name.
A little surfing disclosed that in the immediate post WWII years, the line was a regional
carrier in the Mountain Northwest that grew out of the FBO (Fixed Base Operation) of
Bert Zimmerly. Many mergers and acquisitions link it to present day super-giant Delta
Airlines. Along the way it flew the 247, the first of Boeing’s true airliners.

A li%le research showed that these Zimmerly Airlines decals are from a
vendor named
Pointerdog 7. They are evidently available only through eBay.
You can read all about Zimmerly and his airline here.... http://
lmtribune.com/mobile/
article_fb5331c3-8191-57b9-91f6-3d1b3a4d77af.html

Trivia Alert....

One of my favorite “dollar-nineteen” pictures. We were ﬂying airway Victor 54 between Cha>anooga
and Nashville, while en route from Pope AFB to Fort Campbell, KY to drop “jump school”.

...

I took the picture in 1957 with one of these, an American-made
(fancy that!) Argus C3 35 mm ...aka,”The Brick” for obvious reasons.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argus_(camera_company)
All of this has absolutely nothing to do with anything else here,
but this is my “forward”, so .....

-/In the Saskatoon (Canada) newsletter forwarded on
December 4th, I wrote that editor Mike Reid had included
several interesting paint tips of various craft store paint
products he had found useful, but that I was unsure about
their availability south of the border.
Mike has responded with this information: “Thanks for your
kind words. As for the paint, CRAFT SMART is the
MICHAEL’S stores house-brand, while Americana and Folk-art
are both made in the USA and also available from Michael’s.”
So you should be able to find those same products down here
in the lower forty-eight!
Since you likely no longer have the Saskatoon newsletter, I’ve
“print-screened” Mike’s article in two parts: you’ll find it
reprinted below.

Finally, for a bit of bizarre po4y humor .....

.....that has nothing whatever to do with paint, or models; but
everything to do with learning to not trust any sort of digital picture
(even a video), watch this video ....ALL THE WAY TO THE VERY
END!
https://www.facebook.com/UKAerospace/videos/
849915351795313/
......and, tha-tha-tha-tha-that’s all for now, folks!
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